AD Policy Working Group
December 14th, 2012
3110 Engineering Building II
3pm4:30pm

Meeting was cancelled. A number of items were addressed via email, details below.

Business handled outside of meetings:

● Lots of people have complained about RDP sessions getting dropped when GPO updates. The
following fixes that. I'd like to suggest that we set this at the domain level:

○
○
○
○
○

Hive HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
Key path SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Terminal Server
Value name fDenyTSConnections
Value type REG_DWORD
Value data 0x0 (0)

● Request by Tom Farwig to add the service account "oit.print.service" to the "NCSURead Group
Memberships" group. This account is used to get users and groups out of AD for PaperCut through
the load balanced LDAPS virtual IP. Approved by Committee 11/9/12.

● Request by Katina Blue of of Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery to add
“https://ldrpsprod.oit.ncsu.edu/CMS/” to the IE Trusted sites domain level policy (WolfTech Default
Domain Policy  Desktop OS). LDRPS is the campus Disaster Recovery Planning system.
Approved by Committee 11/15/12.

● XP GPO change for scripts to run asynchronously: We've found that the way that startup
scripts run in XP is causing the SCCM client installer to fail consistently. Ryan was
working with Julie and determined that setting this GPO setting alleviates the issue:
Computer Configuration > Policies > Administrative Templates > System > Scripts
> Run startup scripts asynchronously.
Technical committee is for setting it (though a couple people are MIA), and XP is the last
client OS to run things synchonously by default. So we'd be changing XP to work like
new OS's. Grand total change for most XP machines should be that they boot a little bit
faster. And the SCCM client install works more often.
Any concerns? If people are ok with it, I'd like to announce and make the change prior to
patch deployments this Thursday so we can catch the next set of reboots. Approved by
Committee 12/12/12.

